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This thesis addresses certain issues in the anaiysis of M d  Tongue Root [ATR] vowel 

harmony in Setswana, a language spoken m South Afraa and Botswana. Setswana 

presents a particularly interesting problem as regards the anaiysis of harmonic patterns 

since there exists in the language evidence on the one hand that: 

(a) all vowels in a stem are preferentially either [+ATRI or [-ATRI, but 

(b) in some cases the requirements of harmony seem to qu i re  the cooccurrence 

of vowels with conflicting ATR vaiues. 

The pattern of ATR harmony observed in the hguage pments a number of difncult 

probiems for the adequate description of the harmonic process, These problems are 

outlined in the thesis. 

The theoretical importance of Setswana-type harmony patterns has been established in 

recent work by Clements (1991) and Khabanyane (1991), examiaing data fiom Sesotho, a 

language closely related to Setswana and which shares the same phonetic inventory of 

eleven vowels and phonemic inventory of seven voweIs (compare Khabanyane (1991) on 

Sesotho and Cole (1955) on Setswana). 

in bis analysis of Sesotho, Clernents (1991) rejects that the process involves ATR 

harmony, and instead claims that there seems to exist " a  fifth [open] tier" on the 

phonological kveL According to Khabanyane, a nile of High Vowel Raising raises height 

3 vowels to a new height 3a, a level between heights 3 and 4. 

The hypothesis made m this thesis is that there exists a feature [sRTR] which is distinct 

kom [+ATRI; specifïcaliy, [+Rn] is different h m  [-ATRI. The assumption made here 

is based on a proposal of Goad (1991). The inclusion of this featute solves the problem of 

making a distinction between the phonologica~y "advanced" vowels [r, u] and [i LI], as 

discussed in 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. 



The analysis of ATR vowel hannony presented here will assume the gemral hmework of 

Autosegmental Ph0001ogy~ as proposed by Goldsmith (1976) and Clements (1980), 

incorporating Underspecification as proposed by Kiparsky (1982), Pulleyblank (1986a), 

Archangeli (1984) Archangeli and Pulleybiank (1989), etc. and Grounding Condition 

theory proposed by Archangeli and Puiieybiank (1994). It will be argued that grounded 

conditions hold of varying domains, with some conditions holding of all representations, 

whiie other conditions govem only the output of specinc niles. 

The first chapter provides a brief explanation of the morphological and syntactic structures 

of the Setswana language- A cornparison is also provided to show the relation of Setswana 

to Sesotho, 

The second chapter deals with both the phonetic and phonological analysis of vowels in 

Setswana, with ernphasis laid on the underlyhg and surface representation of feanues and 

introduction of the feature RTR. 

The third chapter provides the cooccwrence pattern found in Setswana, with emphasis on 

canonical harmony based on ATR-type harmonic patterns. In this chapter both unattested 

and attested forms are discussed. 

The fourth chapter deals with [+ATRI lexical morphemes. These are sufnxal morphemes 

some of which contain an underlying [+ATRI feature. 

In the concluding chapter certain conclusions are made and problems which face an 

adequate anaiysis are also mentioned. 
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CaAPTER ONE 

1.0 Introduction 

This thesis examines the nature of tongue mot ("ATR") harmony in the phonological 

system of Setswana. Data for the thesis is iargeiy orighaï, with harmony king investigated 

in a large number of morphological structures. The anaiysis is conducteci withia the 

fiamework of Grounded Phonology (Archangeli and PuJleyblank (1994)). Although the 

thesis argues that the basic patterns of Setswana are consistent with the claims of 

Grounded Phonology, it is demoustratecl that some rather wiusual patterns involving 

interactions between tongue height and tongue root features require niles of a type that 

are not typical of most published work on tongue mot harmony. 

1.1 Setswana langnage 

The Setswana language consists of eight diaiects, n d  after the group speaking the 

dialect. The dialects are; SekgatIa, Sengwaketse, Sengwato, Sehurutshe, Serolong, 

Setlharo, Sekwena and Setlhaping. 

1.2 Standardisation 

Standard Setswana iucorporates féatures of ail the eight dialeçts. A board consisting of 

representatives h m  al1 dialects f o m  the Setswana Laquage Board, which among other 

things is cesponsibïe for the standardisation of the ianguage to be used at schools and in 

the literanue. This board bas e s t a b W  one standard Setswana for aii the diaiects. No 

single dialect can claim to have had a pater innuence on the standard Setswana 



Cole (1955xi.x) writes that: 

"Considering how d e &  dispersed the va11'01cs &es me, it is mrprising to find 

how uniform the h g u a g e  is thmughut the Tswona field Nmertheless, there are 

sorne differences in pronmciation, vocabuhy and grammatical structure." 

The 6rst published work on Setswana grammar was in 1838 by a missionary calleci Jame~ 

ArchbeU His study was conducted on the Sexolong diaiect because he worked among the 

Barolong. Later grammarians like Livingstone (18521, Wookey (1880, 1905), Tucker 

(1929) and Cole (1949,1955) among o h m  a h  ~0ntributed e-y to the study of the 

phonetics and grammar of the language. A demand for an upto-date study of the structure 

of the language has existed for many years. 

in this study, 1 have used studies conducted on Sesotho by Ciements (1991) and 

Khabanyane (1991) as an important reférence. Setswana and Sesotho are very closely 

related. Both languages share the same phonetic and phoaemic vowel mventod. The 

same eleven phonetic voweis [i, I, r, e, e, a, 2, O, o, CS, u] and the same seven phonemic 

vowels /i, L, E,  a, 3, a, LI/ are given by Doke and Mofokeng (1974) for Sesotho and by 

Cole (1955) for Setswaaa; Tucker (1969) gives the same inventory for both languages. 

Both languages share a number of phonologiçal, morphological and syntactic structures as 

briefly illustrated in (1) (a) and (b): 

1 Compare for instance the vowel charts in Khabanyane (1991) for Sesotho and Cole 

( 1955) for Setswana. 



Although the two languages are not identicai, phonologid., motphobgical and syntactic 

structures m e r  in a mannes typical of dialect divergence. W b k  some forms may exhibit 

ciifferences (compare [fépuwa] (Sesotho) a d  bpiwa] (Setswa~), both "to be féd"), 

structures are in many cases identical up to the syntactic level (SC="sub@t concord"; 

FV='Yinal vowel"; REFLM="reflexive"; PASS-'Passive"; APPWappIiedf'): 

Setswana & Sesotho 

(1) a) Kgomo e i- that-el-a namane 
cow SC REFLEX me-APPL-EW caif 

'The cow iikes its caU' 

b) Ngwana O rat-w-a ke batho 
Child SC like-PASS-FV by people 

The child is WEed by the people' 

As wiU be seen in the cornparison done on the work by Khabanyane (1991) and Clements 

(199 l), harmony pattern are strikingly similar for Setswana and Sesotho. This smdy 

serves therefore to support the basic descriptive generalisations made in those studies. As 

a result of this similarity, phonetk and phonological evidence obtained in the study of 

Sesotho is directly relevant to the anal* of Setswana In reciprocal fashion, the 

arguments presented here in favour of analyskg Setswana harmony patterns in t e m  of 

[ATR], not in terms of the scalar height feature proposed for Sesotho (Clements 1991), 

suggest a possible reanalysis of Sesotho harmony. 

The clifference between this study and work done by both Clements and Khabanyane is 

that. (i) this study investigates harmony in a very large number of morphological stmctures 

as compareci to the two researchers, and (G) this study conm%utes new data and examines 

a large amount of data in a distinct, though closely relatecl, kaguage, hdmg support for 

the basic generalisations made in Clements' and Khabanyane's work. 



1.4 Setswana Language Structure 

The purpose of this section is to give a basic anaiysis of the morphological structure of the 

hnguage with the aim of providing a basic set of stnictures within which harmony wili be 

examined. There are two main types of morphemes m Setswarm These are the lexical and 

gainmatical morphemes. Both morpheme types participate in hannoay as triggers and are 

active m the barmony process. Their structure is somewhat uniform. (SG-"Singuiar noun 

(2) Lexical Morphemes 

v -1 in 

C n- in 

CVC ban- in 

CV -th0 in 

cvCV2 -tihan in 

(3) ûrammatical Morphemes 

V 1- in 

C n- in 

VC -is- in 

CVCV -nana in 

114 

n-a 

bm-a 

mo-th0 

si-tlhan 

i-pna 

a-mma 

rat-is-a 

pu~tana 

'ONESELF+see' refiexive 

'me+bite' 1st person Object Conc. 

'love+CAUSE' causative 

'talk+SMALL' diminutive 

' Sequences like "th" and Wh" are h g i e  consonants. That is, the digraphs and 

mgraphs are used to represent aspirated segments, laterals and affncates. 



There are certain mocphological sequences of speech sounds which are limiteci to certain 

contexts, For uistance, the advanced high vowels fi/ ami lu/ may not be preceded by glides 

as in (4) and the consonant N as m (5); labiais do not precede glides as in (6); consonants 

do not follow each other unless the ûrst is a nasal or a iiquid, and shares the same point of 

articulation with the succeeding one as in (7), and so forth: 

(4) y-a 

w-a 

bolay-a 

ratw-a 

(5) bd-a 

bd-a 

Tl-a 

rd-a 

bil-a 

6 lm-a 

se b-a 

b e - a  

b2f-a 

'go' 

'W 

'kül' 

'like' 

'rot' 

'rot' 

'finish' 

'remove' 

'Ml' 

'pbugh' 

'gossip' 

'built' 

'tie' 

isa 

m a  

biaisa 

ratisa 

bodisa3 

srbodu 

fedile 

rudisa 

brdile 

lingwa 

sejwa 

htswa 

bxwa  

3 The consonants /V, /ts/ and Id/ are in complementary distniution, Le. /dl wiil oniy 

occur with the high vowels Ci, u], whüe /V occurs with the rest of the nine phonetic 

vowels,i.e. ri, r,e,e, 3,o,a, u, a] 



(7) /ma-ldd m d l 3  'fire' 

/ma-nona/ mo-nna 'man' 

/ma-bu/ m-mu 'soil' 

m-pn-a 'to see me' 

n-that-a 'to love me' 

n-kga-ga 'to pull me' 

The object concord for the 6rst person singuiar m£ïexive pronom ''me" me" the morpheme 

ln-/- 

The exampies above indicate redtindancies wôich couid be explaiaed in tenns of 

Morpheme Structure Conditions or in &rms of d e s .  Since these restrictions do not bear 

directly on the patterns of vowel harmony under investigation, they will be transcribed in 

the data given in this thesis but will not be dixusseci. 

1 Al Nomi*d Afüxes in Setswana 

The nominal affixes in Setswana signai singularity (SG) or pluraiity (PL). Of particular 

devance for the harmonic process is the behaviour of the prefix voweis [a, i] during the 

formation of nouns h m  verbs. in som cases these voweis undergo harmony and in some 

cases they do not. This will be shown ïater in the study. 

(8) Class Prefix Noun 

1 mo- Ilm-tho 

1 a P-@ 
2 ba- ba-tho 

2a bo- b p h ~ k ~ j e  



'SG+viIlage' 

'PL+viuage' 

'SG+eggY 

'PL+egg ' 

'SG+axe' 

'PL+=' 

'SG+sheep' 

'PL+sheep' 

'SG+lamp' 

'SG+bread' 

'to eat' 

'below' 

'on top' 

'behind' 

There are ako mf6d grammatical morphemes that are attached to nomind stems. These 

are -gadi and -ana/-nyana. Since these sufnxes have a Iow vowel /a/, and therefore do not 

undergo hannony, their behaviour is not directiy relevant to this study. 

1 A.2 Verbal Afnxes in !ktswana 

There are two types of verbal afûxes, the derivationai and Mectional morphemes. The 

derivational morphemes wili derive one word category h m  anoeher. Ttie most comrnon 

derivation that is relevant to ATR harmony mvolves the derivation of nouns h m  verbs. A 

noun p r e h  together with the suffur /-i/ is aüached to the verb root as in (9): 



(9) Verb 

rut-a 'teach' 

&-a 'buy' 

lm-a 'plough' 

r~ bal-a 'sleep' 

paiam-a 'cIimb' 

Nom 

-rut-i 'teacher' 

m~il-rek-i 'buyer' 

nui>-Irm-i 'plougher' 

m o - r ~  bad-i 'sleeper' 

mpaiam-i 'c1imbe.r' 

Infiectional morphemes will increase the number of items in a word category. Verbs in 

Setswana may be increased by sufiïxing verbal extension morphemes. Each morpheme 

entails a particular Mependent rneaning. The idectional morpheme will always come 

before the basic verbal ending vowel /-a/ as in (10): 

(10) rut-a 'to teach' rut-an-a 'teach+RECIPROCAL' 

rut-is-a 'teach+CAUSATNE' 

ru t-el-a 'teach+APPLIED7 

rut-~lol-a 'teach+REVERSIVE' 

rut-iw-a 'teach+PASSIVE' 

rut-eg-a 'teach+NEUTER' 

Note that the inflectional morphemes in (10) above do not indicate tense, aspect or 

modality- There are also inclectional morphemes such as the perfective afnx  which relate to 

tense, aspect and modality as in (1 1): 



(1 1) bk-a 'to praise' bok-ile 'praise+PAST' 

~ m - a  'to dry' om-ile 'dry+PAST' 

gm-a 'to leak' g o d e  'leak+PAST 

s3 b-a 'to gossip' seb-ile 'gossip+PAST' 

bm-a 'to see' bon-L 'see+PAST 

fd-a 'to heal' fots-L 'heal+PAST' 

The ideaioual morphemes are highly televant m this study because some have a [+ATRI 

feature as part of the5 underlying lexical entry while others tngger the inseaion of a 

[+ATRI feaaue. Both types will be examineci below. 

1.43 The Concord 

There are two types of concords m Setswana: the subject concord (knceforth SC) and the 

object concord (benceforth OC). With the exception of Noun Class 1, the concords are 

identical with the noun prefixes of the subject a d o r  object. The concords will always 

appear before the verb stem as in (12): 

(12) (a) Bana ba tshwer -t (motho) 
chiid-pl SC OC caught FV (person) 

'The children caught a person' 

(b) Sitlhan a rweli (maunga) 
tree SC OC bear (fits) 

'The tree has borne fruits' 



As can be observed k m  the examples in (12), the subject concords 'ba' and 'si' resemble 

the nom prefixes of the subject ha-na/ and /si-tlhanl, and the object concords 'mm' and 

'a' resemble the nom p r e k  of the objects /motid and lmaungd. 

1.4.4 The Refiexives 

The reflexive pronouns may not appear in the object position in Setswana sentences; see 

(13a). Rather, a reflexive morpheme Ti-/ is prenXed to the verb stem as in (13b): 

(13) a. * M a t h  o b m  -a ena (motho) 
person SC see FV himseif 

b. Matha Q a i- pan -a 
person SC himself see N 

The reflexive p r e k  is relevant for harmony in two respects. F i  it cleariy demonstrates 

the right-to-left asymrnetry of harmony: vowels to the rïght of a high vowel are not 

afFected by the high voweL Second, the reQexive seems to initiate ATR harmony in a 

restricted set of cases, namely in cases where deverbatives are formed fkom a refïexivised 

verb as in (14): 

(14) i-pana 'see oneseif' 

mu-i-pont 'someone who sees himherseif 

SI-1-poni 'mirror' 

xrr-i-pana 'to see oneseif (noun Ci. 15) 
~ - --- - 

4 Nasal consonants are dekted during the formation of the Subject and Object 

concords, with the exception of the Object concord for class 1. 



The analysis of Setswana vowel barmony presented in tbis tbesis involves the interaction 

of four theories: Autosegmental theory, CV-tier theory, Underspecincation theory, and the 

Grounding Condition theory. A brief o u t h e  of al1 four theories wiû be given in this 

section. 

Since pioneering work by Goldsmith (1976) and Clements (1980), autosegmental theory 

has k e n  wi&iy used in the analys& of phonological phenornena such as vowel harmony. 

The crucial aspects of autosegmental phonology tbat play a mie in the study here are the 

foilowing: ttiat a hatmonic kature is assigneci to an independent autosegmentai tier, and 

that rules a d o r  conventions assign the harmonic kature to the class of harmonic 

elements. 

In general an autosegmental féature may be UnderIyingly linked, as in (15a), or 

underlyingly ke, as in (1%). For Setswana, the harmonic specification of [ATR] is 

underlyingiy linked to high vowels ci, u], and m a special class of morphemes, it may be 

the case that [Am] is underlyingiy floating. 

These claims are motivateci in section 3.1 and in ctiapter 4. 

1.5.2 CV-tier theory 

The focus of the work on harmony presented here is vowels; consonants do not play a 

signitïcant rok. A varkty of pniposals for consonant and vowel representation would 



therefore be compati'ble with the claims of this thesis. For conmteness, a CV-ticr theory 

of syllabic positions is adopted. This theory as proposed by Clements and Keyser (1985) 

explains the fiuictiorial position of the onset and peak positions in a syllable. The prosodic 

CV-tier, I assume, fits wen expositionally with the syUable strucn~e m Seuwana since the 

syUables are light, Le. codaless. The vowel in each sylJabIe f o m  the nucleus and the 

active [+ATRI feahire is linked and spmd to a nucleus. a vowel. 

1.53 Radical Underspecidlcation tbeory 

Underspeciscation theory, proposed by Kiparsky (1982), hilleyblank (1986a), Archangeli 

(1984), Archangeli and Rilleyblank (1989) among othets, mats features as primitives of a 

phonologicai representation, and argues that underlying representations are f&iy sparsely 

specified. Predictably assigaed feature values are suppüed either by a set of defadt ruies 

made available by markcdness theory or as the resuh of ianguage specific cornpiement 

d e s .  

Ln the treatment of Setswana Am-type harmony, a theory of ''radical'' underspecification 

is adopted. It is a s d  that [+ATRI is present underlyingly on the vowels [i, u]. The 

inventory for the eleven phonetic vowels which involve ATR may be as follow: 

(17) 1 I 1 e e a o o u u  

Am + + + + + + 



This proposal concedg  [+ATRI nsults in two distinct sets of high vowels king 

specified as [+ATN, that is, [i, u] vs. [I, u]. The manner in which these sets are 

disthguished is by hvoking an additional feature, [&TRI. Tbh is the focus of section 

2.2-3. 

1.5.4 Grounding Condition theory 

1 explore in this thesis the proposal made by khangeli a d  miiaeyblank (1994) that 

substantive conditions are nmowly constrained by "Grounding Condition Theory". The 

basic proposal here is that there is a constrahed interaction between features such as those 

that govem tongue body movement and those that govern tongue root movement. When 

the tongue body is raised to produce high vowels, the tongue root is typically advanced, 

giving as a result a [+hi@] [+AT4 vowel (High/ATR). When the tongue body is lowered, 

the tongue root is typkally dvanced,  resulting in the production of a [+low] [-ATRI 

vowel (Low/ATR). 

Such conditions play a sipnincant role m Setswana. Specificdy, it is proposed in this 

thesis that the insertion of [+ATRI in Setswana requires the presence of the feature 

[+high] and that [+ATRI may ody be Linlred underlyingly to high vowels. 

(1 8) (a) ATR/High: If [+ATRI then [+High] and not C-High] 

(b) HighlATR: If [iHigh] then [+ATRI and not [-ATRI 

While it is argued that such conditions are important for understanding Setswaaa harmoay, 

they are not sdace-true generalisations. For example, there are mid advanced vowels in 

derived conte=, exceptions to ATRRligh, and there are high retracted vowels, exceptions 

to HighIATR. Such violations of these conditions are discussed below; refer for example 



to the discussion on the past tense suf6.x in 4.6, where the feature seems to be assoçiated 

underlyingly to the mid vowels [e, O]. 

In other cases, however, it appears that a grounded condition may invariably k respected 

in Setswana. It is argwd in this thesis, for example, that k phonological representation of 

Setswana is generally consvained by the conditions m (19) on the cooccurrence of 

Iowness with tongue root movement. 

(19) (a) Low/ATR: If [+Low] then [-ATRI and not [+ATRI 

(b) ATWLow: If [+ATRI then [-Low] and not [+Low] 

The role of such grounded conditions, and the ditErences in their scope will be examined 

in some detail in this thesis. 

Note also that although in certain cases Setswana appears to clearly support the basic 

tenets of Grounding theory, in other cases it appears to pose rather interesthg pmblems. 

For exampie, since [+ATRI is preferentiaiiy assigneci to high vowels, wby is it the case that 

ATR insertion tacgets mid vowels [e, a] and not high vowels Ci,  a]? A solution to this 

problem will be proposeci in section 3.2 

This chapter has outlined relevant aspects of the morphological structure of Setswana, and 

identitied the different morphemes to be treated in the study. A brief explanation of 

possible theories that can account for the analysis of ATR harmony in Setswana. The 

following chapter concentrates on the analysis of the phonetic and phonological properties 

of voweki in the laquage. 



2.0 SETSWANA VOWELS 

A phonetic and phono1ogical analysis of Setswana vowels is presented in this chapter. The 

focus is on the andysis of vowels in isolation, identincation of vowels that occur uniquely 

in harmonk contexts, and on the featurai specification of aii vowels attesteci. 

2.1 Phonetic anaiysis of Sdswma vowels 

As seen in chapter one, Semana bas eleven phonetic voweis (Cole 1949) ri r, L, e, e, a, 3, 

O, o, u, u]. Figure 20 shows these eleven vowels with their positions plotted on a vowel 

chart. Voweis belonging to the same phoneme, on the basis of vowel altemations to be 

seen below, are bracketed together. 

(201 Setswana vowel chart 

Vowel alternations establish tkat the vowels [e, O] are the advanced alternants of [e, a] 

and that [r, u] are the advanced alternants of [L, a]. Such pairings can be used to confïnn 

the ATR-ness of the eleven Setswana vowels. Consider data such as in (2 1) and (22): 



lm-a 'plough' 

mm-a 'sead' 

rek-a 'buy' 

f3l-a 'heal' 

Irm-is-a 

Irm-ile 

Imi-iw-a 

mm-is-a 

rurn-ile 

nrm-iw-a 

rek-is-a 

rek-ile 

rek-iw-a 

fod-is-a 

fod-ile 

fod-is-iw-a 

kgetsi 

metsi 

kodu 

kopi 

Ir -Hi 

h-itlha 

mu-ru 

mu-dupa 

'plough+CAUSE7 (make to plough) 

'pIough+PAST' (ploughed) 

'plough+PASS7 (be ploughed) 

'send+CAUSE' (make to send) 

'send+PAST (sent) 

'send+PMS7 (be send) 

'buy+CAUSE' (make to buy) 

'buy+PAST (bought) 

'buy+PASS' (be bought) 

'heal+CAUSE7 (cause to heal) 

'hed+PAST' (healed) 

'heal+PASS' (be healed) 

'bag' 

' water' 

'deep voice' 

'cup' 

'SG+darkness ' 

'SG+an eye' 

'SG+bush' 

'SG+bad smeli' 

5 The noun class prefix for ckss 9 is n(i)-, and is only anached to monosyilabic noun 

stems e.g. n-ku 'sheep'; n-ka 'nose', etc. The p r e k  vowel /d is only observed as an 

agreement morpheme Le. as subject concord. 



The data in (21) show that [e, O, r, u], stem vowels in the second colurnn, are the 

advanced counterparts of [e, 3, i, a], stem vowels m the tkst column, In Cole's (1949) 

view, the vowels [e, O, r, u] are closer variants of the normal phonemes le, 3, i, d. In the 

cases in (21), harrnony is triggered by the high advanced vowel [ïJ found in each s d h  of 

the second columa The data in (22) show that o d y  the advanced set of vowels occur 

before [il in stems, and illustrate cases where harmony affects a prefix. 

This chapter is concemed with the representations derived by harmony, not with the actual 

rnechanisms of harmony nor with the precise distribution of advanced and retracted fonns 

(for which, see chapter 3). The issue at present is to assign appropriate representations to 

the eleven vowels found phonetically in Setswana. 

From the above data, it can be seen that there is a single vowel [a], that can be plausibly 

considered 'low". Four voweis straightforwardly fail into the "mid" c b ,  nameIy [e, e, O, 

31: of these four, two are back and rounded, 13, O], and two are fiont and unrounded [E, 

el. A problem, however, arises with the c h  of high vowels. As seen in (20), there appear 

to be three high vowels of both the front unrounded ri, I, t] and back munded [u, u, a] 

types. Since the three vowels of each set agree for height, baclaiess and rounding, the 

problem is to find a way of representing the distinction between the three segments of each 

set. 

Although examples such as those in (21) support the argument that [r, u] are the advanced 

counterpm of [i, a], it must be noted that [r, rr] are phoneticaily distinct fkom the high 

advanced vowels [i, u]. 

Two points arise in this connection, the first phonetic, the second phonologicaï. The first 

issue is to establish that the putative distinction between ri, u] (vowels that are 



underlyingly advanced) and [r, rrl (voweis that are advanced as a result of harmony) is a 

real distinction. If this can be adequateiy established, then the phonological task is to find a 

featurai representation for the ttiree-way distinction that results. 

Fust, the phonetic mdisation of the vowels [r, 4 can be established to be distEct h m  the 

realisation of the vowels Li, u] on the basis of perception and native speaker intuitions. 

Further evidence for the phonetic distinction c m  be observed h m  the acoustic analysis of 

Sesotho vowels by Kbabanyane (1991). As mentioned earlier in the thesis, Sesotho 

exhibits exactly the same kind of vowel inventory as Setswana. Therefore to esrablish the 

existence phonetically of Ci 1, L] and Cu, u, a] series in Sesotho would support the positing 

of comparable sets in Setswana, 

In Khabanyane's d y s i s  of formant frequencies for the eieven phonetic vowels of 

Sesotho, the foilowing values for the tongue height (Fl); tongue hntness (F2); Iip 

rounding (F3) and pitch measurement (FO) were observed for the six high vowels: 

Cul 

These formant values may be interpreted as follows; a distinction between the six high 

vowels can be done with reference to, firstly, three height levels, since as can be observed 



these vowels give Werent F1 fonnant hquencies; secondly, it is then argued tbat there is 

phonetic evidence for a différence with regard to F2, fbntness and backness, which 

involves the forward and backward movement of the tongue during the articulation of 

these high vowels; and lastly the formants also show a distinction between lip romding. 

It is argued in this thesis, that [II and [u] do not occur underlyingiy. That is, whüe ri u] 

and [i, a] contrast iexïcaily, [II and [u] are derived fiom the phonemes IL] and [ml 

respectively via ATR harmony. This mates a problem, however. Smce ail six vowels are 

high, ri 1, CI, u] being advanced and [L, a] king retracted, how is a distinction to be made 

between ci u] and [r, u]? 

An answer is suggested in a proposal by Goad (1991, 1993) to recognise two distinct 

tongue root features. Goad proposed that there are two independent tongue root features, 

one for advancement, [&TRI, and one for retraction , [&TR]. Irnportantly, she argues 

that "[-ATRI" is not the same as "[+RTRl". Although she suggests that [&TRI is 

primarïly or exclusively a consonantal feature, evidence fiom Setswana suggests that the 

featural distinction is needed within the class of vowels. While not arguing for the use of 

both features in a single laquage, Leitch (1996) also makes the case for vocalic use of the 

feature WTR]. 

Given two tongue root features, the vowels [r, u] can be anaïysed as compromise values 

for vowels pbonologicaUy assignai both advancement and retraction. One possi'bility is to 

assume that [i u] are [+ATR, -RTR], [L, a ]  are [-ATR, +RTR] and [I, u] are [+ATR, 

+RTR]. 

A variant of this approach is to analyze the intermediate vowels [r, u] as [ -Am -RTR]. 

This analysis still requires a [+ATR, +RTR] stage, however, since it is the assignment of 



[+ATRI to the [+RTR] vowels [i, m] tbat produces [r, u]. This proposal win be elaborated 

below, The crucial point is that by adopting Goad's proposal for two tongue root features, 

it is possible to derive the three-way distinction observed in Setswana. 

The aims of this section are (9 to work through the contrastive vowels of Setswana, 

motivating the set of feature specincations as in (24); (ii) to show redundancies and 

cooccurrence restrictions (hi40, lowibk, low/ATR, 

problematic specincation of derived advanced voweIs, 

(24) (a) F-elements: +E4I +LO +BK +ATR +RTR 

(b) i [II i [el e a 

H i g h + + +  

Low + 
Back 

ATR + [+] [+I 

RTR + + 

etc.) and to identify the 

Note that the specitscations [ + A m  +RTR] are uitimately converted to [-Am, -RTR], 

as discussed in 2.2.3, 

2.2.1 The feature High 

As explained above there are six high vowels on the surface in Setswana, three fiont 

vowels [i, I, L] and three back vowels [u, u, oJ- These high vowels may be observed in 

words such as those in (25): 



in-a 

pina 

dir-a 

bin-a 

Ir-ina 

h-ile 

slg-ile 

brd-isa 

11-raka 

lm-a 

sig-a 

bil-a 

'dip* 

'song* 

'work' 

'Sing' 

'name* 

'plough+PAST' 

'cut+PAST' 

'boil+CAUSE' 

'wall' 

'plough' 

'cut' 

'boil' 

[u] bd-a 

dul-a 

P& 

macu 

[VI d u p 3  

Ksk-ile 

gud-ile 

lum-isa 

[QI mj* 

mk-a 

gai-a 

hm-a 

'open* 

'sit' 

'raid 

'clouds* 

'smell' 

'sow+PAST' 

'grow+PAST' 

'biu+CAUSE' 

'door' 

'sow' 

'pw' 

'bite' 

It is argued in this study that the forms given m (25a) and (25c) occur in unconditioned 

environments, while those in (2%) occur only to the Ieft of a vowel that is underlyingly 

hi@ and advanceci (i.e. [i, u]). 

It is further assuned that the articulatory properties of these high vowels seem not to 

involve any significant change in the tongue height, There seems to be Iittle merence in 

the highest point of the tongue body during the articulation of all high vowels [i I, L, o, u, 

u] as already stated in 2.1 above, a claim &O supported by Cole's (1949) analysis of 

Setswana 

1 assume that the feature [+Hi&] is the active feature m Setswana, and that it plays an 

important d e  actively in the phonology (to be disçussed in chapters 3 & 4). 



i high vowels are the only voweb that bear [+ATRI underlyingly (except for the 

few mid vowel exceptions disçussed in section 3.2) 

u high vowels condition the insertion of [+ATRI to their left as shown in 3.4. 

The speciai relation between [+hi@] and [+ATRI is aitriiuted to the grounding conditions 

ATRIHigh, High/ATR (Archangeli and hilleyblank (1994)). It wdi be suggested later that 

this condition, although not absolute, plays a role in both d e s  and representations. 

2.2.2 The feature Law 

There is only one low vowel [a] in Setswana as explahci in 2.1 above. This vowel does 

not generally undergo vowel harmony (though note section 3.4) and wili then block ATR 

harmony fkom being spread ont0 nonlow voweis across it. 1 assume that the vowel [a] is 

underlyingly specined as [+Law] and that ali other vowels will receive their [-Low] 

specifïcation through the application of a redundatlcy ruie. According to Kaye et al (1985), 

as cited by Pulleyblank, there is a universal consmiut at the phonetic levei, which States 

that "no phonetically low vowel c m  be [+ATEtJ1' (Pukyblank l986b: 136). Whether or not 

advanced low vowels are absolutely d e d  out, their occurrence is highly marked. 

This notion is encoded in the Grounding Condition theory, as discussed above. Therefore 

the Grounding Conditions ATRiLow, Low/ATR will account for the behaviow of the low 

vowel [a]: the [+ATRI featwe may not be linked or spread to a [+Law] vowel The low 

voweI [a] is thus said to be opaque. 

(26) ma-jak-i 

ma-ru 

ts hadi 

'foreigner' 

'clou&' 

'women' 



s h - i s - a  

stkam-ed-is-a 

km tam-is-a 

bah-ile 

tsama-iie 

rapel-es-L 

gatel-ets-L 

2.23 The tongue root fmtures 

It is argued in th& study that the basic form of nonhigh vowels is retracted when in 

isolation, becoming advanced in special contexts where [+ATRI is assigned by ruies of 

spreadhg or insertion. 

Tt has been seen in data such as (21) ami (22) that [i, a, e, 31 alternate with [1, u, e, O] 

when followed by Ci, u]. The vowels [i, u], on the other hand, do not altemate but surface 

consistently as advanced. Such evidence argues that the active value for [&TRI is 

[+ATRI, and that ci, u] are deked by the underlying linking of [+ATRI. Were [sRTR] to 

k considered an active harmonic feature, it wouid nevertheiess be cruciai to assign 

[ + A m  to [i u] to distinguish them fkom [r, u], suggesting tbat the crucial feature for high 

advanced vowels is indeed the value for [+ATRI, not [-Rn]. The analysis of Setswana 

as involving [+ATRI harmony is consistent with the appatently unmarked pattern cross- 

linguistically (Kaye et  al (1985), Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994)). 

Even if an anaiysis of Ci, u] as underlyingly [+AR] is accepted, one must estabiish in 

addition the underlying representation of [i, a] as weii as the surface representation of [i, 

o] and [r, u]. Various options are considered here. 



The fint possibility mnsidered is bat  of rep~e~enting only [+ATRI mderlyingly. 

Underlying [il lu] 
ATR + 

Derived [il@] 
ATR + 

The table above shows the class of posited forrns, indicatiug no distinction between [ïJ[u] 

and [rJ[rr] since both vowels are [+ATRI, u] derlyingiy and [1, tr] as a result of 

harmony. Note that the vowels [1, u] are derivecl by ATR harmony only; they do not occur 

in the underlying mventocy. The [+ATRI vs. 0 representation fails because it wrongly 

neutralises the distinction between [i, U] and [r, CS]. 

One might imagine a second underlying possibility, namely, to specify [-ATRI rather than 

[+ATRI underiyingly. 

(28) [-ATRI vs- 0 possibility 

Underl ying ml 
ATR 

Assimilation in the above table would have to be by delinking d e r  than spreading; in any 

event accordhg to this approach (like the previous one), there is no distinction between 

[iJ[u] and [r][u]. The faim to make this distinction is a cruciai defect in the [-ATRI vs. 

0 hypothesis since [1, (11 are phoneticaiiy distinct fiom [i, u]. 



A third possibility wodd be to represent both [+ATRI and [-Am unherlyingiy. 

According to this approach, one must cruciaüy assume that prior to the application of 

harmony, both values of [ATRI are present. That is, if radical underspecification is 

assumed, then the redundant assignment of [-ATRI must take p k  prior to harmony. 

Once harmony spreads [+ATRI, a rather unusuai, perhaps unprecedented mterpretation of 

binary feanires would be required, namely, that both "+" and "-" values can occur on a 

single vowel, producing a phonetic result that is intermediate between the two extremes 

indicated by "'+" and "-". Presumably one would not want the same M o m  of 

interpretation to be avaiiable for featnnes fike [nasal], [continuant], [voiced], etc. 

1 conclude, therebre, that no single f e a w  is sufbent to account for the Setswana 

patterns. Extending a proposal in Goad (1991), 1 therefoce aaaiyze Setswaaa M o n y  as 

involving two katures, one for tongue root advancement [&TRI and one for tongue root 

remaction [&TRI. Given these two féams, [i, u] can be underlyingly [+ATN, and [t, a] 

can be underlyingiy [+RTR]. When harmony assigns [+ATRI to underlying [L, Q] the 

result is a combination of values that is iiiformed phonologicaiiy because of the 

combmation [tATR, +RTR]. This combination is converteci to [-ATR, -Rn] by the 

negation pmess to be discussed immediately. 



(30) ATR & RTR possibility 

Underiyhg 
ATR 
RTR 

Derived by harmony 
ATR 
RTR 

Final 
ATR 
RTR 

This possibility is like the last one in its effects, but is not subject to the same conceptual 

difnculties since the advancement and retraction values are now interpreted as two distinct 

features. Like the last approach, it presents the problem of redundancy: [+RTR] must be 

present prior to harmony to keep the distinction between [i u] and [t, o] f?om king 

neutraIised. 

Two points are relevant before leavhg this basic discussion of feature representations. 

First, two tongue root features, rather than M t  one, can be motivateci phoneticdy if one 

refers to a description such as that in Hall and Hall (1980). Hall and Hail descni tongue 

root oppositions in different languages as involving a choice between (i) advanced tongue 

mot vs. retracted tongue root, (ü) advanced tongue root vs. neutral tongue root, or (iii} 

neutral tongue root vs. retracted tongue root. My proposal for Setswana is that the 

language exploits this space maximdly, opposing (3 advazlced tongue root fiom (ii) 

neutral tongue root fiom (3) retracted tongue mot. 

A second point is that it is more naturd to characterise the mtefmediate vowels as [-Am, 

-RTw, rather than [+ATR, +Rn]. Such a result is possi'ble if we invoke a proposal by 

Calabrese (1988, 1995). Calabrese examines a cIass of phenomena where the operation of 



a phonological rule produces illicit or matked kature combinations. He proposes a set of 

"simplincation procedures" which repair disallowed configurations that are too complex 

Calabrese observes: 

''The funçtion of the simplification procedures is not to preseme the underlying 

inventory of segments by elirninating ail disaïiowed feature conngurations, but to 

prevent an increase in the complexity of a phonological system by cepairing 

complex feature configurations". 

Calabrese proposes simplification operations of fission, delinking and negation. Of 

relevance for Setswana, the procedure of "negation" reverses the values of two conûicting 

feature values. In the case in question, because of the presumably grounded condition 

prohibithg the cooccurrence of [+ATRI and [+RTR] (ATWRTR: If [+ATRI then [-RTR] 

not [+RTR]), any d e  that brings about the combination [+ATR, +Rn] can be assumed 

to invoke negation, m g  the result [-Am, -RTR]. H e m  the ultimate surface 

representation of Setswana high vowels is: Ci u] [+ATR, -RTR]; [I, rr] [ -Am -RTR]; [i, 

o] [-ATR, +Rn]. 1 assume that Setswana specifies in its grammar that the operation of 

negation is invoked automaticaiiy, whenever the sequence [ + A m  +RTR] is derived by a 

d e .  

It is therefore argued that the distÏnction between the two sets of [+ATRI vowels [i, u] 

and [I, u] can be accounted for by mtroducing the feature [+R'ïR] in the phonology. Note 

that the vowels [1, u] rnay not occur as phonemes. The full range of possfiie vowels can be 

seen in the data in (3 1): 



mmila 'street' 

mm& 'malt' 

mmda  CU^ someone' 

mmela 'put away for someone' 

mmna 'see someone' 

mm~tsa '& someone' 

mmala 'colour' 

It is argued in section 3.2 that only high vowels show phonological evidençe of king 

[+RTR]. As concerns the values [-ATRI and [-RTR], 1 assume that [-ATRI and [-RTR] 

are either features of phonetic implernentation (Keatîag (1988), Pierrehumbert and 

Beckman (1988))' or d e M t  values assigned fairly late in the derivation. That is, once 

ATR hannony has occurred, al1 vowels not changed during ATR harmony wiIL surface as 

[-ATRI, [-RTR] as in (32): INp=noun class prenX; , FV= &al vowel) 

(32) mo-tihatlecü 'CP+lecturer' 

ngodieg-a 'tempted+FV' 

etsis-a 'imitate+FV' 

mrekrrludi 'CPj-saver ' 

si-apei 'CP+cook' 

2.2.4 An alternative to [ATR] and [RTR] 

For Sesotho, and by extension for Setswana, Clements (1991) proposes an abmative to 

analysing the distinction between [i, u], [r, CS] and [L, a] in terms of tongue root features. 



Accordhg to Clemnts, the vowels m Sesotho are "represented m terms of the binary 

feature [open]". His analysis rejects the claim that phonological thcory includes a f i te  

number of vowel heights, positing iastead a potentiaüy infïoite number of possi'ble vowel 

heights. Clements States that this is because: 

'Tf High Vowel Raising is a tnie phouolo$ral ruk involving phanologica feanires, 

it is cbar that no possiile combination of the standard katun! @@], flow], and 

[tense]/[ATR] can give a straightforward account of the height 3a vowels. In 

conaast, the hierarchical model can account for them by allowing [open] to occur 

on a f3lh tier, as follows." 

Clements' mode1 can analyse Sesotho and Setswana vowels as foIlows: 

(33) Sesotho surface vowels6: 

Given these specincations, two niles account for the patterns of hannony seen in Seuwana 

P (to be examined in the next chapter). One ruie, High Vowel Raising! 

6 Clements' vowels are represented as follows in this study, [a, y] 

u]; [i, u] as [t,a]; [c, 41 as [e, O] and [e, O] as [e, 91 respectively. 



[-open51 fiom height 4 vowels to height 3 vowels," changing [i, u] ([L, a]) to Ci, y] ([r, 

u]). The second nile, Mid Vowel Raismg, spreads tbe fèature [~penq] ,  ctianghg [e, O] 

([e, 31) to [q,  QJ ([el O]). Clements diScusses both nrles in deta& and shows that they 

cannot be coihpsed into a sine ruie, That adequate niles can be fomuiated within the 

rich set of vowel heights postulated by Clements is c b ,  what is at issue is whether such 

multiple heights are reaiîy necessary. 

Note that one cornmon point between Ckmeots' analysis and the psoposed analysis is that 

then is a very subtie merence between vowels [i u] and [I, u], a difkrence that ocçurs in 

derived contexts but not underlyingiy- As caa be observeci in Khabanyane (1991), the 

acoustic measurements show mean hrst formant differeoces between the correspondhg 

voweIs [i u] and [I, C I ]  ranging between 20 and 80 Hz. Wbat seems to be the problem 

however, is the feature that accounts for the bifference. 

A signifïcant problem for Clements' appmach is its lack of restrIctiveness. AIlowing five 

binary [+open] feanins ([iopenl] , [-pend ..... [n>png]) pndiets the pom'bility of z5 
possibie vowel heights, that is, 32 distinctive vowel beights. While this approach can 

capture the relations between the six vowel 'kights" of Setswana and Sesotho, it could 

&O capture numemus other imaginabk relations. Why, for example, is the distinction 

between series 2 and 2.a in (33) accompüshed by [open51 instead of [openql or [open$ 

Note, moreover, chat oeither plus nor minus values of [open] impiy correspoading plus or 

minus values on other [open] tiers. For example, [+apenyj] is a possible vaiue for a vowel 

that is either [+opend or [-opend and either [+ope%] or [-openq]; similarly, [-openq] is 

a possiile vaiue for vowels that are either [+open31 or [-opend and either [+open51 or 

C-openg]. This point can be seen clearly in the various example languages of Clernents 

(1991). 



While Clements argues h r  a [-open51 fèature, this thesis proposes that a tongue root 

feature [RTR] can account for the différence between high vowels. As such, harmony 

involves the spreading of the [ + A m  feature to a [-ATRI vowel as in (34) below: 

Under this account, far fèwer vowel heights are possible. The fkatures [ e g h ]  and [dow] 

define three basic heights, and the kamm [&TRI and [IRTRI define a maximum of 

three subheights for a total of nine. This is considerably less than the 32 predicted by 

Clements' (1991). Note moreover tbat Clements' theory allows for even more height 

distinctions, as [openg], etc. would be possible. In contrast, the approach using Bgh], 

[Low], [ATR], m] predicts even fewer distinctions than nine in the unmarked case. 

This is because the cooccurrence of both [-ATRI and [+RTR] are marked with [+High] 

and the cooccurrence of [+ATRI and [-RTR] are marked with [+Law]. Hence adoption 

of a second torigue root féature is a much more conservative move theoreticaily than the 

adoption of an unbounded set of [open] features. 

Note with regard to mid vowel raising, the change of [e, 31 to [e, O], the analysis of 

Khabanyane (199 l:3 1). 



She states that: 

'In Southern Sotho, a process of partial height assimihaon takes place when 

certain voweis are foilowed in the word by higher vowels. In other words, vowels 

of lower height shift towards vowels of higher heights. This does not, however 

result in compkte assimilation because Iower vowels do not change compktely to 

the height of the sounds that influence thern." 

Most advanced mid vowels are straightforwardly deriveci by the sort of raising descriled 

by Khabanyane; some examples have already k e n  seen, e.g. (21). Certaiu cases of 

advanced mid vowels are probletnatic, however, because the advancement on the mid 

vowel seems to have no source. Cases where apparentiy underived advanced mid vowels 

occur in Sesotho are provided by Khabanyane; in (33, similar data are provided fiom 

Setswana. 

(35) /e/ betla 'mould' /O/ konyana 's hee p+DIM' 

besa 'make h' boro 'bar' 

telele 'long/taü' fosa 'miss' 

benya 'shine' gotsa 'to Light' 

fenya 'defeat' 

The obsenation made in this study is that the advanced mid vowels [e, O] do not occur 

except in harrnonk contexts, although a restncted number of f o m  seem to violate this 

eeneralisation. That is, in a smaü number of cases, these voweis occur even when not 
C 

derived via harmony. Given the rarity of the widerived cases, two possiiie analyses can be 

made to account for these cases: 



(i) a possiiility that these vowels involve exceptional pre-linkmg of [+ATRl to 

mid vowels, as in (36): 

+ATR 
I 

c v c - v  
mid 

(ii) a possiile derivation via the application of the spreadmg rule in (34); this 

analysis would require postulathg the presence of [ + A m  values on the 

consonants [tl, ts, S. ny], to account for cases such as those in (35). 

The latter hypothesis, however, raises s o m  interestmg questions. F i y ,  why would some 

consonants underlyjngly be specified for [+ATRI (if indeed such a d y s i s  is warranted)? 

Secondly, why is it precisely the set of consonants [tI, ts, n, s] that has this property? 

Lastly, if these consonants do have an active [+ATRI feature, then why would they target 

the vowels [e, O] and not [I, u]? Evidence for the latter point c m  be seen in (37): 

Khabanyane m e r  daims that /e, a/ and le, O/ are separate phonemes and that it is not 

dways the case that [e, O] are derived fiom /e, al. Contrary to her daim, this thesis 

expresses the idea that the vowels [e, O] are derived via [+AT'] harmony, either through a 

process of spreading an [+ATRI feanin nom a spccified vowel such as h, d or fkom 

inserting a [+ATRI fkature on an unspecined mid vowel le, 31 (see cbapter 3). F W y  in a 

smail residue of cases. it is assumed that [+ATN is underlyingly tuiked to a mid vowel or 

that such morphemes have an exceptional specification of a floating [+ATRI (se below). 



Note that cases where [+ATRI is underlyingiy linked to a mid vowel raise interesMg 

questions about the statu of the grounding condition ATWHigh (If [+Am] then 

[+high]). The ATR/High condition is not mviolable since there are d advanced vowels. 

Hence the condition descrii'bes a tendency, not an absolute requirement. Note, however, 

chat high advanced vowels are &quent m the lexkon w h k  mid advanced voweis are rare 

(unless derived by harmony), and low advanced vowels are completely unattesteci. For 

sirnilar cases, see Archangeli and Puiieyblank (1994) on Akan and Pulsar. In addition, 

many of the instances of advanced rnid vowels are found in grammatical morphemes (e.g. 

the pst tense s e  -de and the demonstratives). F i y ,  [+ATRI is only inserted before a 

high vowel, and generally spreads fiom a source that is high. These points will be 

ihstrated in the next chapter. 

This chapter has shown both the phonetic and phonologicai properties of Setswana 

vowels, indicating the fkature specifications for these vowels. It is assumed that the set of 

underlying specincations for both the underlying (34a) and derived (34b) set of vowels, 

must include the feature RTFI, and may be as given in (38): 

(38) (a) Underlying F-elements: +HI +LO +ATR +RTR +BK 

1 c e a a o u  

High + + + + 
Low + 
Back + + +  
ATR + -+ 
RTR + + 



(b) Surface representations 

i I i e e a a o o u u  

High + + + - - - - - + + +  
Low - - - - - - - - - + - 
Back - - - - - + + + + + +  
ATR + - - + - - - + - - + 
RTR - - + - - - - - + - - 

From the table above one observes the distinction between the high vowels ckariy. The 

underlying specifications given above will be discussed in chapter 3. 



3.0 The basic eooceonwice patterns of vowels 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the phonological properties of vowel harrnony and to 

propose an analysis based in grounded properties of [AT'R]. It is s b w n  that an d y s i s  of 

Setswana is possiik without recourse to the wibounded set of [open] feanires proposed 

by Clements (199 1). 

The following claims are made in Clements' analysis; 

Frrstly, that the mid vowels ce, O] may exist underlyingiy, and may trigger 'Mid 

Vowel Raising'. Lt is argued in this thesis that such cases mvoIve exceptionai cases 

of [ATR] pre-ünked to mid vowels or floating [+ATRI specincations: see 3.1. 

Secondly, that the high voweB [i, a] will also target mid vowels and raise them to 

a higher leveL It is argued that such occurrences are accounted for by the 

application of an Insertion rule as explained below. 

Thirdly, Clements rejects the system of pairing ditlFerent vowels into overlapping 

sets as m Akan. As will be shown in this chapter, vowels in Setswana can be 

grouped into two sets of ATR-type harmony. The data in (3 1, 38,41) support the 

assumption made m this study, that the [+ATRI vowels [r, e, O, u] are derived from 

[L, e, 3, a] via the [Am] spread d e  given in (44). 

As outlined in the last chapter, the proposa1 made here is tbat tbe underlying specification 

of [ATR] and BTR] for vowels in Setswana may be as in (39). Note that [+RTR] could 

either be present underlyingly, or assigneci by a redundancy rule prior to the effects of 

hannony. 



(39) +ATR vs. +RTR specifications 

ATR + 
RTR + 

ATR + - - - + - 
RTR - - + - - - 

The table above &es the vowels 11, rr, e, O] as derived. Examples illustrating the 

environment that conditions their derivation c m  be observed in (40): 

(40) (a) /i/ [t] hm-a 

[II hm-is-a 

hm-iw-a 

hm-ile 

mù-hm-i 

Ir-ru 

Ir- buni 

(b) /E/ [el ki-a 

[el fed-is-a 

fed-iw-a 

fed-ile 

pedi 

tedu 

perekisi 

' plough' 

plough+CAUSE' 

'plough+PASS ' 

'plough+PAST' 

'plougher' 

'kgtiming' 

'South African white fanner' 

'finish' 

'nnish+CAUSE' 

%nish+PASS' 

'finish+PAST 

'two' 

'bear' 

'peach' 



(c) 131 [a] ban-a 

[O] bontsha 

bon-iw-a 

bod-ile 

kob-ile 

kodu 

(d) I d  [a] hm-a 

[ci] lum-isa 

lum-iw-a 

Ium-ile 

mudi 

mui-thut-i 

mu-rut-i 

inuduma 

In the data given above, note that 

'see+PASS' 

'rot+PAST' 

'bend+PAST 

'deep voice' 

'bite' 

'bite+CAUSE' 

'bite+PASS' 

'bite+PAST' 

'mot' 

'leamer' 

'minister' 

'noise' 

Iow vowels occur with both [+ATR] am 

vowels and are not changed by [+ATRI voweis. 

The standard pattern in a vowel hannony system, a pattern that is arguably basic even in 

Setswana, would have aü vowels agreemg for [ATR]. The general harrnonic pattern 

requires that words be either [+ATRI or [-ATRI as in cases such as in (41): 



(41) (a) thera 

kereke 

qel-a 

&-a 

mo-lm3 

bo-raka 

Br3 

(b) thoti 

mudi 

pedi 

kodu 

perekisi 

'sermon' 

'ChUrch' 

',g' 

'buy' 

'medicine' 

'CP+sleepY 

'ciream' 

'dtop' 

'root' 

'two ' 

'deep voice' 

'peach' 

The basic harmonic asswnption is that words shouId be of two types; words with [+ATRI 

vowels, such as the exampies given in (41b), and words with no [+ATRI vowels, such as 

the examples in (41a). A sisnificant number of actually attested forms exhibit precisely 

such canonical harmony as shown in the schematic d a c e  representations of (42). 



(42) Superficially harmonic data that is attested 

There are various gaps in (42), and there are patterns not shown in (42) that appear on the 

surface, even though apparently disharmonic. Such cases are examined case by case. 

Consider 6rst the absence of forms involvhg either of the vowels [II or [u] in finai 

position. Some forms could be cuied out because they wouid be disharmonic (*[&II, 

*[ECU], etc.), but some would be fuily hannonic and yet do not occur: 



(43) The absence of forms 
v2 = U 

v1 

Such patterns are ruîed out by the combination of two proposals. First, [I, uj do not occur 

underlyingly. As a result, they can only occur on the sutface if they are deriveci by the cuie 

of harmony, Second, the nile of hannony applies strictly fiom right to left. This means that 

the second vowel in the VCV sequence c m  never be [1, rr]. The required nile of harmony 

k given in (44). 

+Am 

G c v  

Note that by analysing [+ATRI as underlyingly iinked to appropriate high vowels, three 

fuily harmonic surface combinations of high vowels are predicted to occur: [Vu ... Vu], 



[da ...da], [du ... ih]. The fburth possi'b~ty, *f i/u...r/u], is ruled out because hannony does 

not apply from left to right. The three actested possibilities are illustrateci in (45). 

(45) phin 'hyena' mmidi 'corn' 

kubu 'hippopotamus' phuphu 'grave' 

bh 'chicken' p h o b  'buii' 

mm 'village' bmtsht 'sweet' 

lit 'el%' mmui 'speaker' 

stg-mhl-a 'cut-REV-FV' mm-ile 'send-PST' 

hd-ile 'cry-PST' hb-ik 'watch-PST' 

As a result of harmony, a large number of patterns occur where both vowels are advanced, 

for example, the pattern ici, C u ,  uCi  uCu, Ci Ki, C u ,  d u .  Examples of such forrns 

are seen in the data in (46). With respect to the phenornenon under investigation, these 

forms are canonically harmonic because a l l  vowels agree for the value [+ATRI. 

(46) /IL-fifi/ Mfi 'darkness' 

/ma-ithuti/ muithuti 'student' 

nt-& hl t b K s  

/medi/ mudi 'root' 

/mm-rutV m w t i  'shadow ' 

/@i/ Pli 'goat' 

Patterns involving harrnonic mixtures of advanced rnid and high vowels, eCi eCu, oCi 

oCu, are illustrated in (47). 



(47) IthW thoti Vmp' 

Ipedif pedi 'two' 

nad ion 'truck' 

/kadu/ kodu 'deep voie'  

/tedu/ tedu 'bear' 

Iperekisil perekisi 'peacb' 

In addition to cases where ali vowels are advanced, funy harmonic f o m  occur where aii 

vowels are remcted. Some examples are given in (48). 

(48) kereke 'church' 'pull' 

b ~ b ~ k ~  'brain' mm 'needle' 

slfaka 'hail' mamta 'feet' 

Itb~g;, 'han& r&a 'buy' 

ILL motlm ' person' 

kob3 'blanket' then 'semon' 

Such forms are expected given the anaiysis above. 

3.2 Superficially dishanaonic patterns 

One class of potenrial f o m  where both vowels would surface as retracted is not attesteci, 

namely the class [el3 C da]. In such f o m ,  the mid voweis surface as advanced, not as 

re tracted. 



Some examples of aaested foms are given in (50). 

seta 

n-rem-L 

si-rek-L 

ern-L 

bon-L 

fots-L 

si-gog-L 

SL-lopi. 

Lwem 

nwets-L 

si-gots-1 

sr-fos-L 

lebog-a 

sebmga-a 

memi-a 

semEa 

kgorna 

~ l 0 m o  

kob-obl-a 

rekiùbl-a 

'pick up+PAST' 

'NEG+chop+FV' 

'NEG-buy+FV' 

'stand+PAST' 

'see+PAST' 

'heal+PAST' 

'NEG+pull+FV' 

'NEG+ask+FV' 

'September' 

'drown+PAST' 

'NEG+make 6re+PAST' 

'NEG+miss+PAST' 

'thank' 

'hW 

'overm* 

'disclose' 

'cow' 

'mouth' 

'bend+FtEV+FV' 

'save+REV+FV' 



These cases are interesthg because they seem to require disharmony, Rather rhan sdace 

with consistently retracted vowels, one observes that the mid vowel is advanced even 

though the foilowing high vowel remah tetracteci, This result can be obtahed by a ruie of 

[+ATRI insemon. 

(5 1) [+ATRI insertion 

Conditions on target: Low/ATR 
ATR/RTR 

This cuie inserts [+ATRI onto a vowel under the following conditions. Firstly, the 

folIowing vowel must be [+highl. Secondly, the target vowel must not be [+low], 

excluding [a] as a target (see klow). Thitdly, the target vowel must not be [+RTR], 

excluding [i, a] as targets (see below). The effect of these conditions is to assign [+ATRI 

to mid vowels when followed by a high vowel. 

Several points are noteworthy with respect to this nile. First, the examples m (50) show 

that the rule applies within roots and in derived contexts. This can be expiained by the 

feature nIling nature of the rule. Second, the rule's interaction with vowel height must be 

considered. Data such as that of (52) show that low vowels do not undergo the d e .  



(52) katsi, 

nan 

nam 

thara 

cm-a 

mr-a 

rak-a 

dam-a 

mm-e 

gwejani 

kgetlant 

'cat' 

'buffalo' 

'foot' 

'tiuee' 

'stand' 

'pfeach' 

'sow' 

'oversee' 

'scoI~-PAST' 

'last boni child in a famrly' 

'colla. bone' 

Such data can be explained by the general impossi'bility of advancing low vowek. That is, 

the d e  of [+ATRI Insertion is subject to Low/ATR: If [+low] then not [+ATRI. 

[t is &O the case that the ruie does not apply if the potential target is high. This can be 

seen by a consideration of data as (53). 

'chicken' 

'egg' 

'hem' 

'fist' 

'dinerent person' 

' picked+PAST' 

'NEG+hunt+FVT 

'NEG+sent+FV' 

NEG+knit+REV+FVT 



It might appear that such cases require that the target of insertion be specitaed as mid. This 

would suggest a ruie condition 'Tf [+ATRI then [-hi&],,, a condition expücitly niled out 

by the grounding condition hypothesis of Archangeli and hiIleyblank (1994). The problem 

can be resolved, however, by requiring that [+ATRI Insertion only target vowels that are 

not [+Rn]. That is, the ruie is subject to the condition: ATWRTR: If [+ATRI then not 

[+RTR]. In other words, even though the marked vowels [I, u] can be derived by ATR 

Spreading, they can not be derived [+ATRI Insertion. Recd that only [dm] are 

underlyingly specified for [+RTW. The patteni invohring [ATRI Insertion demonstrates 

that redundant values of [&TRI can not be assigneci untü after [+ATRI Insertion. 

One issue needs to be clarined. With [+ATRI Spreadmg, if a [+ATR, +RTR] combination 

is produced by the nile, then negation automaticaily converts this combination into 

[-Am, -RTRI. Why does negation not produce a s i d a r  result here? An m e r  ljes in 

the difference between conditions on specitk niles and generai conditions on 

representations. Negation takes place as a general repair when an iliicit featwe 

combination happens to arise. [+ATRI Spreadmg has no specifïc condition on not 

targeting [+RTR] vowels, but if a [+Am +RTR] combination happens to be produced, 

then negation repairs it. With [+ATRI Insertion, the ruie itseif prohits a [+ATR, +RTR] 

combination. As such, the structural description of insertion is not met when a vowel is 

specified as [+RTR], thereby preventing the nile h m  applying to the high vowels [L, a]. 

Because of the impossiiility of assigrhg [+ATRI to low vowels (see section 2.2.2), and 

because of the strict directiodty of harmony, various other disharmonic patterns are 

possible. 



(54) tim 'work' dikEi-a 'sullset' 

t~lmim 'music' dumel-a 'agree' 

PU3 'language' ditunr 'dialects' 

dimo 'an ogre' 'song' 

t s h i m ~  'garden' ~ a d i  'novei' 

'rain' tau 'iion' 

rnmadi 'reader' m m  %louds' 

tadi 'wiId mouse' tlbfi 'fish' 

mWPu 'watermelon' 

Such patterns are directly accounted for by the andysis already presented. 

The final patterns to be considered involve advanced mid voweis. Although relatively 

inûequent, it is possible to £Înd a certain number of iastaaces where an advançed mid 

vowel is found even though the= is no hi@ advancd vowel to its right 

(55) telele 

malekeieke 

tele 

boro 

beti-a 

bes-a 

beny-a 

reets-a 

fets-a 

retl-a 

fos-a 

gots-a 

kony-ana 

'ion@tall' 

'an ascending road' 

'qpz ofgrass' 

'bar' 

'mouid' 

'make rire' 

'lightuing' 

'listen' 

'complete' 

'break up' 

'miss' 

'to Light' 

'hb-DIM' 



The exceptionality of such forms can be accounted for by assuming that such morphernes 

contain a floating [+AIR] value in their kxkal representation- In this way, such examples 

c m  be accounted for by assumiag tbat the floating [+ATRI value links to the rightmost 

nonlow vowei, and then spreads fiom right to Eeft by the ruie of ATR Spreading. Note that 

spreading fkom an advanceci mid vowel can only be to another mid voweL See the 

examples in (56): 

'buyer' 

'winner' 

'police' 

'truck' 

'rotten thing' 

'type of warm' 

'to sen' 

'to show' 

Since spreading to a mid vowel can be from either a mid vowel or a high vowei, whiie 

spreading to a high vowel can oniy be h m  another high vowei, a height condition needs 

to be added to ATR Spreading. 

(57) S pread [+ATRI right-to-left (revised) 

Condition: If Vi is +Hi@ then Vj is +High 



The height condition must be satisned before spreading can take place. That is, before a 

[+high] vowel c m  be targeted for spreadiag, it must be checked that a [+bighl vowel is 

following. 

There is some controversy as to whether the vowels [do] should be posited underlyingly 

or whether al1 such vowels shouki be derived, as proposai hcre (by spreading, insertion, 

or by exceptional hkhg). For discussion, see Ckments (1991) and section 2.2.4 above. 

The decision that is reached for the restricted class of advanced mid vowels has certain 

consequences for the domain of grounding conditions. if ail advanced mid voweis are 

derived, then the ody advanced vowels uaderlyingly present in Setswana are high vowels. 

In this case, ATRtHigh (If [+Am] then [+High]) is unviolateci at the underlying ieveL On 

the other hand, if a resaicted ciass of advanced mid vowels is underlyingly posited, then 

ATRMigh can be considered an underlying tendency. but not an absolute requirement. 

In tbis chapter, I have given a basic account of harmony in Setswana. Underlyingly, High 

voweIs may bear [+ATRI, as weIl, perhaps, as certain marked cases of mid vowels. 

Harmony causes any such [+ATRI value to spread fiom right to left. From high vowels, 

harmony affects any nonlow vowel; h m  mid vowels, harmony affects oniy preceding mid 

vowels. When the target of harmony is a high vowei, harmony is not neutralizing; this is 

attributed to lexical spedcations of [+RTR] on the nonadvanced high vowels. F i y ,  

rnid vowels to the left of a high vowel are consistently advanced, attributed to a rule of 

[+ATRI insertion, 

The assumption made in this chapter is ttiat the advanced mid vowels [e, O] do not occur 

except in two contem. Firstly, they result h m  nght to left spreading, as just mentioned. 



Secondly, they occur as a remit of a niIe of insertion that assigns [+ATRI to any mid 

vowel when immediately foiLoweci by a high vowel [L, a]. in the latter case, mid vowels 

become [+ATRI even though the foîlowing vowel is [-ATRI. 

The analysis seems to be violated, however, by some forms. In a smali number of cases, 

the vowels [e, O] occur m contexts where they are not deriveci by harmony. Given the 

rarity of such cases, they seem to require s p i a ï  treatment. One possibility would be to 

assume that ail mid voweis, exceptional and unexceptionaï, are underlyingly present- Given 

some "exceptionai" instances of [e, O], one could treat ail instances of [e, O] as  underlying. 

This approach has not been serionsly enter ta id  by anyone since it misses the 

generalisation that the vast majority of mici vowels occur in predictable environnients. A 

second possibility would be to assume that most mid vowels are underlyingly [e, 31 and 

that ni les  of "insertion" (or "raising") m combination with spreading result in advanced 

vowels [e, O]. The exceptional cases accordhg to this analysis would be lexical instances 

of mid advanced vowels. Note that this andysis requires that the ATRIHigh condition be 

violated by exceptionai cases underlyingiy. A third possiiility would be similat to the 

second, with advanced mid vowels king deriveci by insertion and spreading. The 

difference would be that exceptional cases would be derived by positing floating [+ATRI 

values that link by special de. Under the floating and@, ATR/High couid hold without 

exception at the underlying level. 

In general, grounded conditions play an important role in the proposed anaiysis. 

Underlying representations are governed by ATR/High (assuming that a i i  mid advanced 

voweIs are derived) but subsequent kvels are not. Both underlying and derived levels are 

governed by ATRILow, Low/ATR and ATR/RTR. Individuai niles dBer as to whettier 

they are governed by these conditions. Spreading is governed by hw/ATR (or 

ATRILow), preventing low voweis h m  king targeted by spreading. Insertion is 



govemed by Low/ATR (or ATR/Low) and ATR/RTR pIeven~g both low and high 

remcted vowels h m  king mrgeted by insertion. 



The generai ruIe that govenis tbe harmony process in Setswana, especially of suffixes bas 

been explained as foiiows; both mots and pre6xes can be affiécted by harmony, but subject 

to the foilowing proviso. [+ATRI spmads only h m  one vowel to a second vowel of equal 

or lesser height. That is, h m  a bigh vowel [ïJ or lu], spreadnig affécts both high and mid 

voweis [L, o] and Ce, a] but from a mid vowel [el or [O], spreading ody affécts a mid 

vowel [e, 31. The way in which this pattern is achieved was discussed in derail in 

chapter 3. 

In addition to examinmg patterns of cooccurrence that occur in rnonomorphemic words, 

this thesis examines in some detail the case of derived words. In partÈcuiar, a large class of 

words involving sufhes is examined in this chapter. The focus is on cases where high 

vowels occur in suffixes, high vowels that induce hmony on vowels to their M. in 

addition, certain special s d f k s  are examùied. 

Suffixes with a [+ATRI féature iis part of k i r  lexical entry have a high vowel [il. As 

already mentioned above, the high vowels [Q is specified as [+ATRJ, and it has ken 

shown that this feature is linked to [il in the underlying representation. In other cases, high 

vowels may not be [+ATRI ([i, a]), aiad yet they c m  trigger [+ATRJ insertion on an 

adjacent voweL Fdy, a atricted class of mid vowels in sufnxes may be underlyingly 

[+ATRI. Examples of ail these types are &en in the foUowing sections. 



The examph below show how the specified [+Am] high vowel [il of  this morpheme 

would change the unspecined mot vowels causing them to surface as [+ATRI: 

(58) lun-a 

bil-a 

Itk-a 

stg-a 

fit-a 

rek-a 

sel-a 

fel-a 

rd-a 

hm-a 

gag-a 

h1-a 

'plough' 

'boil' 

'w ' 
'cut ' 

'pass' 

'buy ' 

'pick up' 

'finish' 

'sow' 

'bite' 

' p u r  

'cure' 

Inn-is-a 

b~d-is-a 

hk-is-a 

srg-is-a 

fit-is-a 

re k-is-a 

sed-is-a 

fed-is-a 

ruk-is-a 

lum-is-a 

gog-is-a 

fod-is-a 

'plough4AUSE' 

'boil+CAUSE' 

'try+CAUSE' 

'cut+CAUSE' 

'pass+CAUSE' 

'buy+CAUSE' 

'pick up+CAUSE' 

'finishKAnTSE' 

'SOWK AUSE' 

'bite+CAUSE' 

'pull+CAUSE' 

%ure+CAUSE' 

The meanhg entailed in this s& is 'to cause to verb'. When this sufnx is attached to a 

root with one of the vowels II, E,  m. 31, the root vowels wiIl then become [+ATRI [I, e, u, 

O] respectively. 



(b) +ATR [+ATRI Spread Rule 

[ kolobisa J 

[terative spreading has oçcurred in (59b) above. 

4.2 Past sufnir / -ilel 

Like the causative sufnx the past tense morpheme also has a [+ATN high vowel and the 

feature wiü spread onto unspecified root vowels as observed in the foliowing examples: 

sig-a 

fit-a 

rck-a 

sel-a 

kl-a 

rok-a 

hm-a 

g=g-a 

f3 La 

' piough' 

'boil' 

' try ' 

'cut' 

'pass' 

'buy ' 

'pick up' 

'nnish' 

'sow' 

'bite' 

'pull' 

'cure' 

hm-ile 

brd-ile 

Irk-ile 

srg-iie 

&-de 

rek-ile 

sed-ile 

fed-ile 

ruk-ile 

lm-ile 

gog-iie 

fod-ile 

'plough+PAST' 

'boii+PAST 

'try+PAST' 

'cut+PAST' 

'pass+PAST' 

'buy+PAST' 

'pick up+PAST' 

'nnish+PAST' 

'sow+PAST' 

'bite+PAST' 

'puli+PAST' 

'cwe+PAST' 

A cursory giance at this s e  might make one believe chat the c h h  made earlier about 

the direction of spread is incorrect, since in the general harmonic patterns, the vowel [el is 



derived fkom Id tbrough vowel barmony, In h o n y  patterns seen so fat, the active 

feature is spread only h m  right to lefi as seen by comparing permissiMe sequemes of 

[+ATRI ... [-ATRI where spreading is inapplicable e.g. /dikW [dikela] 'sunset' (*[dikela]) 

with impermissiMe sequences of [-ATRI .., [+ATRI as in /rekisa/ [rekisa] 'sell' 

(*[rrkisa]). 

To account for the [+Am] value of the nnal [el in the s u f k  1-de/, the folIowing are 

possible dyses.  Fimly, the anal@ could potentially adopt one of the representations in 

The representation in (61a) fails because there is no nile that spreads [+ATRI h m  lefi to 

right. To postulate such a nile would derive incorrect results in the general cases. 

Assurning that a floating [+ATRI feature is present as part of the lexical representation of 

this SUEX, it could link h m  right to left to the mid vowel [el, as might appear to be the 

case, derivhg the representation in (61b). Such a representation would violate the OCP, 

however, because the vowel [il has a linked [+ATRI feature underlyingly. 



Finaüy, note that the [+ATRI of [a cannot be due to spreading, as would be necessary in 

(dlc), for two reasons. First, spreadmg does not apply fiom a mid vowel to a high vowel 

(see chapter 2). Second, the result would be [II, not [il. 

How then cm we satisfaÊtorily accowit for the denvation of the surface 1-ile/ su&? The 

answer seerns to depend on one's position with respect to advanced rnid vowel 

exceptionality. If advanced mid vowels are absolutely niled out underlyingly, then it is 

necessary to toierate an OCP violation and posit a floating [+ATRI specification as in 

(6 lb). Tf advanced mid vowels are tolerated in exceptional instarices, then the structure of 

the past tense su£& can involve an exceptionai type of multiple linking involving +ATR 

lexically on a mid vowel as in (62): 

4.3 Past tense sufnx 1-d 

The morpheme 1-d occurs mostly in a negative past tense as in (63a) below and in some 

cases as a past tense suffix as in (63b) below. This morpheme only harmonically affects 

those verb stems with mid vowels [e, 31: 

(63) (a) sel-a 'pick up' si-sel-i 'NEG+pick+PAST' 

et-a 'visit' si-et-L 'NEG+visit+PAST' 

nik-a 'buy' si-rek-L 'NEG+buy+PAST' 

g%-a 'pull' si-gog-t 'NEG+puil+PAST 

lx-a 'dream ' SI-lor-L 'NEG+dream+PAST' 



(b) srl-a 'pick up' sets-t 'pick+PAST 

cm-a 'stand' em-L 'stand+PAST' 

bm-a 'see' bon-i 'set+PAST' 

d d - a  'pick up' olets-L 'pick up+PAST' 

kapel-a 'button' kopets-L 'button+PAST' 

The denvation of the advanced voweis in data given above may be accounted for by the 

Insertion ruie given in (5 1) above. Note that [+ATRI Insertion does not apply to the fonns 

in (64) because of the [+RTR] value underlyingly present on the voweis [t, a ]  (see chapter 

2). The nile of [+Am] insertion is subject to the condition that its targets not be [+RTRJ, 

that is, "If [tATR] then not [+RTR]". 

(64) bd-a 

nrs-a 

lun-a 

sig-a 

mm-a 

hm-a 

bots-a 

rom-a 

k a  p-a 

'boil' 

'min' 

'plough' 

'cut' 

'fold' 

'bite' 

'ask' 

'send' 

'reques t' 

bits-i 

-ns-1 

-lm-L 

-Sig4 

-mm-L 

-kama 

-bots-1 

-mm-L 

-hp -1  

Like the past tense rnorpheme /-ilef and the causative morpheme /-id, th s u f i  has an 

underIying [+ATRI lexical feature which may be spread ont0 target voweis in the noun 

stem as in the examples below. 



kerekeng 

deeeng  

libogong 

paleng 

kobong 

Iuakong 

Iifaîshmg 

kgomung 

After the spreading of the active [+ATRI feature, the vowel [q is deleted by a Vowel 

Dektion Rule, the reasoa for the deletion being that, Setswana requires oniy one vowel at  

nucleus position in a syUabIe after sufïixation and re-syIiabification. 

The data given above supports the restrictions of the spread rule given above, that a 

[+ATRI mid vowel may not target a high vowel [i, a] for spreading. 

When the ha1 vowel of the noun stem is the low vowel [a], vowel coaiescence wiU occur 

hstead of [ATR] hamony. 

thabeng 'mountain+LOC' 

nageng 'veld+LOC' 

patleng 'pocket+LOC' 

magaleng 'coal+LOC' 

IL-tagweng 'dnmker+LOC' 

si- bageng 'necklace+LOC' 

karateng 'card+LOC' 



That the change h m  /a/ to fd is due to coalescence and not due to bacmony is supported 

by two observations. Fimtly, unlke harmony, the proçess is oot iteratk it affeçts a single 

Iow voweL Secondly, unlilre harmony, this change occurs only when the triggering high 

vowel deletes. 

Cases of vowel coalesceuce in Setswana may also be observai during the formation of 

nouns in class 6 such as those in (67), w b  the low vowel [a] when foilowed by a high 

vowel changes to become [el. Where such a derived [cl is in a context where it can then 

undergo harmony, it may furrher be the case that [el will malt. 

Note that in some cases the bigh vowel is deleted as in /ma-itlhd [ma-th]  'eyes' without 

causing coalescence. We do not attempt an account of such Mure here, nor do we 

propose a forma1 analysis of coalescence since our focus is harmony. 

An illustration of harmony applying with the locative is given in (68). 

(68) (a) +ATR Linked 
I 

C v C v C v + v C  
/ k e r e k  e +  i ngf 'church+LOC1 

+ATR [+ATRI Spread Rule (iterativc) 



(c) +ATR 
fi c v c v c v c  

k e  r e k e n g  

Vowel Deletion 

'church+LûC' 

4.5 Deverbative s u f f k  /-ü 

Like the causative /-id and past tense /-de/ mfnxes discussed above, the deverbative 

s u f i  has a high vowel /-il that is specified as [+ATRI. The [+ATRI féature will spread to 

both high vowels CI., a] and mid vowels [e, 31 as accounted for by nile (57). Data in (69) 

show the derivation of the nouns from verbs which includes a noun class prek and the 

(69) Id-a 

lm-a 

lib-a 

re k-a 

se b-a 

bekg-a 

hg-a 

rak-a 

koimp-a 

bm-a 

k3b-a 

'cry ' /mm-hi-if 

'plough' 

'look' 

'buy ' 

'gossip' 

'carry on back' /mo-beleg-if 

'knit' 

'sow' 

'thtow' 

'see' /mm-bond 

'bead' 

mm-IId-i 

ma-hm-i 

mm-lxb-i 

mo-rek-i 

ma-seb-i 

mmeleg-i 

mo-lug-i 

mo-ruk-i 

mù-Inrlup-i 

m o n - i  

mkob-i 



Note that spreading of the [+ATRI value h m  the suffix does not go beyond the root to 

the prefix as in (70) below. Spreading h m  root to prefix can only occur if the root vowel 

on the root vowel is fi, u/ as in (71) below. 

Consider fint the case of a mid vowel root. To derive a noun in class 1 from the verb 

fwk-a/ 'buy', the prefix lm& and suffix /-i/ will be attachai to the verbal mot Ir&-/. 

(70) (a) +ATR 
I 

C V + C V C + V  
lm ci, r r k+ i l  'buyer' 

Cb) +ATR [+ATRI Spread Rule 
,--1 

c v + c G c + v  
m a  r e k + i  'buyer' 

Spreading has occurred h m  the su* vowel to the root vowel leaving the prefix voweI 

to surface as [-ATRI. Spreading cannot Sect the prefix because [+ATRI cannot spread 

from a mid vowel to a high vowel (see chapter 2). 

Consider now a high vowel root 

'noise' 

[+ATRI Spread Rule 

'noise' 



The diffkrence as cm be okrved in (71) is the presence of a [+ATRI vowel [u]. 1 argue 

that [ATR] harmony has oc@ because both the tngger and mget of spreading are 

high. Therefore, the p r e h  vowel [a] has become [+ATRI, t h  is Cu]. 

When the noun prefix vowel is a [+ATRI vowel [il, the feature will not be spread onto 

root vowels, accounted for by the right-to-lefi directionality built into the ruie (57) above. 

The active [+ATRI feature will only spread h m  nght to left and not h m  left to right. 

Note that if the source of barmony is a sufnx, and if root and ppvfixes are both high, one 

would have expected harmony to apply fiom the sufnx al1 the way to the prefïx in an 

example Iike [mo-lrb-I). In kt, harmony spreads [+ATRI f?om the suffix to the root, but 

the pre6.x in such a case is unafliected. A possiile account of such cases would be to 

impose the fonowing requitement on harmony: [+ATRI can spread to a high vowel in a 

p r e k  only if the source of the [+ATRI value is not [+RTR]. That is spreading onto a 

p r e M  high vowel takes place only fiom an underlying [+ATRI vowel not h m  an 

advançed vowel whose [+ATRI value is derived by hannony. We kave for future work 

the issue of how to fonnulate such a condition, 

In Setswana, the demonstratives are derived from the noun class p r e h  and thus identify 

the different positions of nouns. The 6rst position signifm 'this' or 'those' and refers to 

something relatively near to the speaker. Cole (1937:130) States that: 



'the semi-open vowels [el and [O], when occumng in demortstrative pronom, 

are always of raised quality.' 

As d l  be shown below, the suffixes for &monsiratives for aii tbree positions are 

underlyingly specifjeô for [+ATRI. Moreover, since the vowel of the class prek deIetes 

when in contact with the demonstrative morpheme, there is no real oppomnity to observe 

harmony. The demonstrative forms are neverthe& included here as they constitute a 

common configuration w h m  [+ATRI mid vowels surface with no high vowel to the nght 

4.6.1 Fit  position demonstrative 

1 assume that the demonstrative morphemes have a lexical [+ATRI value, either prelinked 

or f l 0 a ~ g  depending on the treatment of unconditioned mid advanced vowels. (Class 

prefixSP; First Position Dernonstraave= 1st Pos. Demon.) 

+Am 
( 1 )  

c v - v  
(-1 

Noun 

SL-tlhm 

IL-baxa 

mi-kata 

mo-tsi 

mo-ùhala 

mo-M 

b b a k a  

ma-iapa 

ma-sim 

'this tree' 

'this hand' 

'these boats' 

'this village' 

'this example' 

'this hair' 

'this brain' 

'these homes' 

'theselthose nights' 



di- buka /di + d tse7 'these/those books' 

di-j3 /di + e/ tse 'kefood'  

di-luna /di + el &se 'diese/thoseyears' 

The foilowing observations can be made about (73): 

(i) If the prefix vowel is [+Back] then the sufnx vowel is [+Back] and if the p& 

vowel is [-Back] then the sufFuc vowel will be [-Back]. When the prek  voweI 

is low and [-ATRI, the vowel of the sufnx dso surfaces as low and [-ATRI. 

(ii) The pre6x vowel is deleted in cases where the p r e h  does not have a nasal 

consonant; when the pre& has a nasal consonant, bth the consonant and the 

pref%c vowel are deleteci after sufnxation. This is a general trend for the 

formation of most pronoms in Setswana 

With regard to its harmonic value, the only point to note is that the demonstrative is mid 

and [+ATa. 

4.62 Second position demonstFative 

The second position demonstraave morpheme Like the k t  position, shows that a [+ATRI 

fearure is lexicaily specined with this marpbeme. The general trend bas been to Say that the 

second position demonstrative rnorphem is the [+Am] vowel /-O/ and is attacheci to the 

fist position demonstrative. The problem with that analysis would be twofold: an [+ATRI 

mid vowel mut be posited, and therie is a violation of the OCP. 

7 Affrication has oççurred. 



1st Pos. Demon 2nd Pos. Demon suffi 
+ A m  +ATR 

I I 
v v 

e.g. I L -  e - O 

r assume that the analysis of this morpheme can be given dong the hes  of (75) to account 

for the data in (76): 

e.g. 

The underlying [+Am :] feature is either prelinked to the nnal sufnxal vowei, or links to it 

fiom right to le& it then spreads to tbe preceding mid vowel e.g. 'leo'; if the preceding 

vowel is [+Low] then spreading wiii be blocked e-g. 'bao'. The sufEx is attached to the 

noun class prefix aIong the lines of (73); the prefïx vowel wiii delete: 

(76) Noun 

ba-th 

ma-xapu 

1~-raka 

si- tlhan 

bb3m 

mo-tst 

n(+ku 

n(i)-nainam 

di-kQb3 

di-n3ga 

NP + 2nd Pos. Demon. 

h a  + a d  bao 

/ma + a01 ao 

fh + eo/ le0 

/SI + eo/ seo 

/lo + 001 100 

/mo + 001 O 0  

/nt + eo/ eo 

1x11 + eo/ eo 

/di + eo/ tseo 

/di + eo/ tseo 

'those people' 

'those watemelons' 

'that wali' 

'that tree' 

'that lamp' 

'that village' 

'that s heep' 

'that caif' 

'those blankets' 

'those snakes' 



The same observations as those discussed m 4.6.1 are made except tbat the sufnx consists 

of two suffixal vowels. The initiai s e  vowel seems to be deriveci like the sufi% vowel of 

the 1st position demonstrative. 

4.6.3 Third position demonstrative 

It is argued that the anaiysis for the derivation of tb third position demonstrative will be 

as in (77) below, where the feature is linked to the morpheme /-Vie/. 

(77) Noun 

si-tlhan 

IL-raka 

ma-baxa 

ma-riga 

di-buka 

di-luna 

n(r)-naga 

ma-tS1 

ms-lun3 

NP+ 3rd Pos.Demon. 

/st+ele/ sele 

AL+&/ lele 

/ma+&/ ale 

/rna+ale/ ale 

/di+ele/ tsele 

/di+eW tsele 

/ni+eW ele 

/mo+olel ole 

/m~+ole/ de 

'that me' 

'that wail' 

'those tiands' 

'those winters' 

'those books' 

'those years' 

'that veid' 

'that village' 

'tbat medicine' 

The formation of the third position demonstrative is simïiar to the second position 

demonstrative, again inustfating an mid vowel af6x with lexical advancement, either 

prelinked or floating. 



4.7 Reversive sufnx /4 4 

The reversive SUBX like the p s t  tense suflix 14  initiates the insertion of the [+ATRI 

feature, ie. this supports the insertion nile given in (51) above. Wben this su& is 

attached to roots with a mid vowel le, 31 the mid vowel becornes [+AT'], [e, O] 

respectively. The examples below show the efféct of the reversive sufiïx especially to 

stems witb mid voweis [c, 31. The meaning entaileci is to reverse an action. 

(78) rek-a 

&-a 

ep-a 

tes-a 

2 6-a 

baf-a 

k3 b-a 

%en-a 

'buy' rekab l -a  

'pck up' se labl -a  

'dig ' epalQ1-a 

'make fire' bes-obl-a 

' bw '  ob-obl-a 

'tie' bof-obl-a 

'bend' kob-obl-a 

menal-a 

'buy+REV7 

'buy+REV7 

'dig+REV' 

'make fk+REV' 

'bow+REV' 

'tie+REV' 

'bend+REV' 

'overthrow' (Government) 

However when the su* is attached to a root with high vowels CL, a] these vowels will 

not undergo any harmony. That is, even though the kanue could be inserted by rule (51)' 

it will not link to these high mot vowels as shown in (79): 

(79) [+Am] Insemon inapplicable 

lun-a 'plough' lunobl-a  'reap* 

r&-a 'sow* m k - ~ b l - a  'unsown' 

mm-a 'fofd' mrnobl-a 'unfold' 



Note however what happens wben a sufEx with a high/+ATR vowel is attactaed to a fom 

akeady containing the reversive su&. In such cases, harmony wiil occur iteratively as in 

(b) Istgabl-is-a/ 

Irek-~bl-is-a,  

/ep-obl-is-a/ 

/baf'bl-is-a/ 

/ka b-obl-is-a/ 

kbog-is-al 

Irebobl-is-a/ 

I have in this study, a r p d  that the [+ATRI feature in Setswana can be included in the 

lexical entry of some morphemes, especiaIiy those with a high vowel [a, and that those 

morphemes with high vowels (1.1 and [al will initiate an insertion ruie which inserts 

[+ATRI to their lefi. Some mid vowel suffixes also appear with advancement, atîributed 

either to the exceptional pre-linking of [+ATRI to a mid vowel, or to the positing of a 

floating [+ATRI specincation in such sufnxes, 



5.0 CONCLUSION 

It is proposed in this study that vowel harmony m Setswana is govenied by the fonowing 

two parameters: 

(i) Being a [+hi@] vowel in Setswana piays two major roles in the harmony process. 

Fmtly, high voweb are the only vowels tbat bear [+ATRI underlyhgly (with the 

possiiie excepaon of the very few cases of mid voweis discussed). Secondly, the 

high vowels will condition the insertion of the [+ATW to ttieir le% 

(ü) The active [+ATRI which is iinked underIyingly to high vowels Ci, u], wdi spread 

iteratively from right-to-kft. Spreading takes place h m  a high vowel [i, u] to any 

nonlow vowel IL, e, a, 33; h m  a mid vowel [e, O], [+Am] spreads only to 

nonhigh vowels. 

1 have, in this study argued for an account adopting hwo features [&TRI and [dtw as 

distinct fiom each other, for the spedkatioa of the six high voweb [i, I, L, m, u, u] in 

Setswana, The feawe [&TRI seems to be reievant es-y to distinguish the 

underlying [+ATRI voweis [i, uj £tom the derived voweis [I, u]. 

It has been shown that vowel hannony in Setswana d m  not need to mort to an 

unbounded feature 'open' as argued for by Ciements (1991) for Sesotho, or the 'height 

assimilation' pmcess argued for by Khabanyaoe (1991) for Sesotho. Instead, Setswana has 

been analysed in t e m  of a process of [ATR] harmony, where an active [+ATRI 

autosegmental feature spreads onto [ATR]-bearhg unit- unspecified for the feanire. 



Another assumption made is that the theory of Gronading Conditions argued for by 

Archangeü and hiIleyblank (1994) can, to a great extent, accomt for [ATR] vowel 

harmony in Setswana. That is, the interaction between féatures plays an important rok in 

the analysis of the phonological processes of vowel harmony. The conditions set by the 

language require that, for harmony to occur, ATR must be in a path with [+high]. The 

Grounding Conditions that play a role in Setswana harmony arie the foilowing: 

(i) ATiUHigh: If [+ATRI then [+Hi@] and not [-El@] 

(ii) ATRJLow: If [+ATRI then [-Low] and not [+Low] 

(iü) LowIATR: If [+Law] then [-Am] and not [+ATRI 

(iv) ATR/RTR: If [+ATRI then [-RTR] and not [+RTR] 

The first condition, ATRIHigh, constitutes a tendency, not an absolute requirement. Most 

underlying representations respect thk condition and the ruie of [+ATRI insertion is 

govemed by the condition. The second and third conditions are absolute: low advanced 

vowels are never tolerated in Setswana, The fourth condition, ATR/RTFi, is unviolateci on 

the d a c e .  When a combination [ + A m  +RTN arises via the spreading of [+ATRJ, it is 

immediately repaired by negation to czeate [-ATR, -RTR]. 

There are however some problems that still need to be looked into, for example, as 

concerns certain cooccurrence restrictions involving vowels and consonants. in particuiar, 

many of the cases where mid vowels appear as advanced involve contexts with particular 

types of consonants. Whether there is some consonantal eftéct involved in the ATR 

patterns of such vowels is left for future research. 
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